
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY T. FYE
Lamy & Alexandre v. Stale Farm Fire & Casualty

GARY T. FYE, being first duly SWOIn, upon his oath deposes and says as

follows:

I. BACKGROUND {QUALIFICATIONS

1. I am the owner and principal of Gary T. Fye Company in Austin,

Texas. I investigate and analyze disputed insurance claims. I have been

continuously employed in claim investigation and review since 1962. (My

curriculum vitae and billing gUides are attached). Because of my involvement In

so many State Farm cases over the past fifteen years, I am generally familiar

with the practices at State Farm. I have previously provided many affidavits

involving the claim and corporate practices of the State Farm Insurance

Companies. I have been retained by the Plaintiff in Jean F. £amy & Therese

Alexandre v. State Farm Fire and Casualtu Company (Consolidated) to review

the document destruction practices of State Farm.

2. I have been retained in connection with insurance cla1ms litigation

in Alabama, Alaska, ArIzona, California, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii.,

Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, LoUisiana, Mississippi, Missouri,

Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, Nevada, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,

PennsylVania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Washington,

West Virginia and Wyoming. I have been engaged as an expert witness for both

plaintiffs and defendants. I have testified as an expert to give opinions relative

to insurance cla1ms handling on thirty-five or more occasions in the state or

federal courts of Alaska, ArIzona, California, Colorado, Florida, Hawaii,

Oklahoma, Texas, and Utah. I have provided written opinions or given expert

witness depositions in more than fifty other cases or claims. I have been
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retained as an expert or consultant in more than one hundred claims involving

State Farm's procedures, claim handling practices and policy interpretations.

n. DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION EVIDENCE AT STATE FARM

3. I have been witnessing document destruction, concealment, and

obstruction of discovery by State Farm for many years in connection with my

review of internal claim practices documents of the insurer. I have

accumulated certain Exhibits which show the company's goals and objectives

for document handling by its employees. The documents show close to 28 years

of intentional destruction, concealment, and distortion of claim practices

records:

Ex. 1 Excess Liability Handbook

"We do intend to gather together in this study all of the material
regarding excess liability...if our Claim Management people will
utilize this folder to accumulate additional material, articles, etc.,
it can be an invaluable tool in the future."

"...the scope of discovery as to the contents of the original
negligence file is practically unlimited."

"Knowing that such correspondence will probably be seen by the
adverse attorney, the Superintendent should not write any letter
that he would not be willing to see introduced in evidence by the
adverse party...be conscious of the possible necessity of submitting
your file for critical inspection."

"The adverse attorney will always be on the lookout for
statements...he can quote to the jury...The fewer opportunities he
has to do so, the greater our chances of a favorable verdict."

"Note: This comment was made by a defense attorney and
indicates pessimism and doubt regarding our evaluation...you
could call him...and request that he write a self-serving letter
clarifying what he meant or, in the alternative, the Claim
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Supelintendent can write a self-serving letter."

"3. SELF-SERVING CORRESPONDENCE
The Claim Supelintendent should not overlook the opportunity to
strengthen his file by preparing self-serving correspondence."

"5. Estimate as to amount of verdict if plaintiff wins (not in writing
if policy limits are involved)."

"7. Opinion as to settlement value (not in writing if possible limits
could be involved)."

Ex. 2

Ex. 3

Leo Jordan Speech: "Extra-Contractual Damages: The Insurer's
View"

"It cannot be overstressed, however, that the proper manner of
avoiding damaging materials from reaching plaintiffs counsel is
not by attempting to log-Jam the discovexy process, but rather by
making certain such materials are non-existent ab initio."

Obiter Dictum - October, 1980

"Honor Thy Father and Mother, But Not the Subpoena"

1979

1980

Ex. 4 Obiter Dictum (State Farm's claims department newsletter until 1992) 1982
article - "Extra-Contractual Liability" (A report of the Divisional
Claim Superintendent's Conference on this SUbject)

"The widening scope of the discovery process was
reviewed...Memos and other materials that are obsoleted or
replaced are to be destroyed, not retained."

Ex. 5 Uninsured Motorist Manual Destruction: Auto Claim Manual Memo 1982
#432

"UNINSURED MOTORIST SECTION:
1. Remove and destroy the entire section.
Revision: This section...is eliminated. Due to...adverse court
interpretations of the policy provisions, it is no longer appropriate
or useful to maintain this section."

Ex. 6 Service and Systems Fire Project Report

"(This report contains only those projects which are considered to

1983
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Ex. 7

Ex. 8

Ex. 9

be of major Importance.)"

"Project 1-83: Records Retention/Destruction and Class Action
Suit Activity" .

"Purpose: Coordinate the records retention/destruction program
for both Auto and Fire Companies.
When necessary, publish official records destruction memos to
regional offices."

Agent's Service Manual - Volume 5

"Here are some suggested retention periods broken down by type
of record."

"Employee's service record.. '" ..P"

"+Key: 'P' means permanent retention." [See Rassi affidavit at #20
below]

Claim Operations Review - Coastal Valleys

"Of course there are some very good reasons for a vacuum-like
atmosphere."

"We recommend that some sharing of information take place.. .It
could take one of several fOIUls: ...2. A short half-page form could
be devised on which the negotiator in the select unit would
indicate the amounts paid, the specials, name of doctor and
attorney, and any unusual circumstances. This could be routed to
the original line superintendent and claim handler, and then
destroyed."

"We appreciate the courtesies extended by...Frank Haines ..." [Later
became Claims Vice President - in charge of entire fIre and auto
claims operations]

George Vivlamore SIU Memo

"...we do not keep any detailed records on savings, etc."

.....we did keep various and detailed records as well as publishing a
quarterly periodical known as The Indicator'. On advice of legal
counsel, we stopped keeping any records and publications..."

"...if we can't prove the case is non-meritorious, well

1985

1985

1985
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Ex. 10

i "compromse...

"...we are somewhat reluctant to put too much in writing. It is our
concern these items could possibly come back to 'haunt' us in
future litigation on how we handle claims."

Claim File Tracking System (A system for linking medical and legal
vendors and others to detect patterns which warrant further
investigation) confirmation of oral instructions.

"1. All information in the Claim File Tracking System is
confidential, and
2. No information from the system is to be released ...outside the

company...without approval..."

"The gUidelines for:
1. purging information from the system,
...3. Procedure for handling printed infOImation
have been explained to me and I understand that they must be
followed without exception."

"cc: Employee Shield"

1987

Ex. 11 Fire Divisional Claims Superintendents Conference Memo

"Ben Spivey, Mark Wells, and Michael Lee then discussed current
legal issues."

"...they urged that we do not keep any outdated materials and that
they should be destroyed as soon as they are outdated. They do
not want any plaintiffs attorneys to be able to get any material
that is outdated that no longer pertains to our present claim
practices."

Ex. 12 Elaine Rigler Memo - Salt Lake City

"8. We were instructed to destroy old memo's, claim school notes,
old procedures, old P & S manuals, etc. The reasoning behind this
is that we do not keep discoverable information that could be
asked for in 'bad faith' suits. It was emphasized that we purge
information that is older than six months. Seldom do we refer to
this information anyway."

Ex. 13 Samantha Bird Memo - Salt Lake City

"Yesterday in the staff meeting, we talked about the need to purge
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our desks of all old memo's, notes and procedural guides. With the
increase of bad faith suits being filed against State Farm, it is
important that you get rid of all your old stuff I know you have
lurking around in your drawers and filing cabinets.
Please get rid of any old memo's, claim school notes, old seminar
or claim conference notes, and any old procedure guides you may
have. They are trying to avoid having to come up with old records
when the 'request for production of documents' comes in and they
request 'all training manuals, memo's, procedural guides, etc. that
are in the possession of your claims reps and management'.
Apparently they had a request like this in Texas and each person
had to surrender all their old junk. I guess corporate is not even
going to keep old CPG guides, old claim manuals, etc. We will only
have what is currently in effect. That way if they subpoena our
claim manual for U claims for 1987, for example, we will say we
don't have it. This should be easier than trying to produce it or
having to defend it.
So, look through all your old stuff and dump it. You won't ever
miss it."

Ex. 14 Houston Chronicle report - "Couple wins $2 million verdict against 1991
State Farm"

"The Simmonses attorney, James Plummer... said the county fire
marshal's office, at a State Farm adjuster's request, changed the
ruUng on the cause of the fire from 'undetermined' to 'suspicious'
after an investigation by the insurance company."

Ex. 15 Operation Guide 130·1: Retention of Records

"1. PulJIose
State Farm must strive to maintain a thorough and consistently
applied inactive Records Destruction Program. It is our best
defense against costly judgments in court resulting from improper
document storage and destruction."

It is extremely important for State Farm to have a legally defensible
inactive Records Management Program."

"N. DESTRUCTION OF RECORDS
Release all records for destruction to Administrative Services. All
must be disposed of as confidential records as prescribed in
Administrative Services Manual, Volume B Support Services, Part
2 Records Management, Article 32 Destruction of Records."

1992

Ex. 16 Utah Appeals Court recitation of the facts underlying Campbell v. 1992
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State Farm.

"After reviewing Summers' report, one of Ws supervisors directed
Summers to destroy that portion of the report relating to
Campbell's culpability, and to redraft that portion to assess no
fault . against Campbell. Summers claimed that, although he
strongly disagreed with tWs directive, he cooperated because he
feared he might lose his job if he did not while working on other
cases, he had been given similar directions "

Ex. 17 Claims Magazine - Report on Property Loss Manager's Conference. 1992

"...Mark Wells, corporate claims counsel for State Farm Fire &
Casualty Co...Preparing the file for litigation is vital, too. 'Every
piece of paper that's written and gets on the street is potential
evidence against you,' Wells advised. 'Find some way to manage
the discovery process,' he said, to minimize the damage from
surprises ...your primary duties are to work behind the scenes and
save the company money."

Ex. 18 Operation Guide 75-54 SUbrogation

"Operation Guide 75-54 dated 2/14/92 and all amendments, if
any, are to be destroyed/recycled."

Ex. 19 "Buried Alive" Videotape

"Organizations run on records, memos, letters, reports ...computer
memortes...tapes, but especially on paper. Tons of paper every
day."

"Charlie: I didn't want all this valuable information to get turned
into confetti...A lot of memos went back and forth...Usten to what
this guy says.
Defense attorney: I've read it. So did the plaintiffs lawyer. You
know what tWs guy meant to say. I know what he meant. But how
would tWs sound to a jury? It's loaded. All it needs is a trigger.
Charlie: You think they'll try to make this into a smoking gun?
Defense attorney: Smoking gun? More like a nuclear warhead."

"Documents like that should not have been created in the first
place."

"Judge: This was not a bona fide document retention and
destruction policy but a sham deSigned to mask the purpose of
elimination of documents which might be detrimental."

Affidavit ofGary T. Fye
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Ex. 20 Scott Rassi Affidavit, Excerpt from Agent's Service Manual, Volume 1993
5 (See also # 6 above)

'The individual employee's personnel me with State Farm is
referred to as the employee's 'Shield' ... includes... the employee's
Performance Planning & Review (hereinafter PP&R's)
reports ...State farm attempts to maintain the employee's most
current PP&R and the PP&R's for the preceding two years. As a
general rule...PP&R's, more than three (3) years old are purged
from personnel mes and destroyed....as a general document
retention practice, PP&R's older than three (3) years ...are purged
and destroyed."

[From Volume 5 - "Here are some suggested retention periods
broken down by type of record." "Employee's service record.......P"
"+Key: 'P' means permanent retention."]

Ex. 21 Dallas Morning News - "Regulators urge fine over State Farm files. 1994
Insurance firm says it will give up data if subpoenaed."

"State insurance regulators...recommended a $150,000 fine
against State Farm Insurance for refusing to turn over mes needed
to investigate consumer complaints against the company."

"State Farm has made no effort to correct the violations. To the
contrary, State Farm has shown disregard of the regulatory
responsibilities of the department of insurance, the report said."

Ex. 22 Records Management Bulletin #94-04: Claim Destruction
Procedures

(This group of materials includes pages 999-1050 of the Fye State
Farm Testimony Exhibits, a compilation of documents which
illustrate State Farm's cultural values and claim procedures. #94
04 appoints specific individuals to oversee the document
destruction programs in various regions at page #1003. At page
#1025, a list of the various materials which need to be destroyed
are listed. Also, State Farm lists many of them as "N", or not
confidential, which is directly opposite of its position with regard to
the documents as it seeks blanket protective orders in every case).

Ex. 23 Records Management Bulletin #95-03

"Records Destruction Authorization
This bulletin authorizes the destruction of Service and
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Underwriting record for Auto, Fire...All destruction activities must
comply with Company records management procedures..."

"Certificates of Destruction
...you need to complete a Certificate of Destruction and send it to
my attention at Corporate."

"Destruction Planning Tips:
• Immediately form a destruction planning committee
• All employees...must perform destruction activities on the same

day
• ... to help promote the event, you may want...approval for a

dress down day
• ...use desk flyers or mass e-mails to announce the forthcoming

records destruction
• You may want to schedule showings of the Buried Alive video"

"Have fun with the event. You may want to have contests...You
need to promote and sell employees on the idea of proper records
management since reviewing old records is not a high priority for
most employees.'

Ex. 24 Auto Claim School Reference Material

"Workbook
Take good notes - take pride in your workbook - keep it for 6
months, then destroy it."

1995

Ex. 25 Affidavit of Gary Lowrie, instructor at Auto General Claims and 1995
Editor of the Auto Claim Manual

"It is the business policy of State Farm to maintain only copies of
the current Auto Claim Manual. When updated...recipients of
these materials are instructed to remove and discard the old,
outdated pages. No copies of the replaced pages are kept in the
field or in the Company's home office ...•

"The Claim Supervision Manual.. .is maintained in the same
manner... "

Ex. 26 Records Administrator Cochran Letter to defense firms

"2. Any other State Farm materials should be destroyed by your
law firm when the me is closed..."

Ajfidavit ojGary T. Fye
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Ex. 27 KGO·TV (San Francisco) Series with Bill Dias interview excerpts: 1997

"DAN NOYES: Dan. Terilyn, some fonner employees tell us
the company ordered them to destroy documents that could be
used against State Farm in future bad faith lawsuits. Now, that
accusation is backed up by internal company memos and by this
videotape obtained by KGO Radio that teaches State Farm workers
how to destroy documents."

"DAN NOYES: An attorney for State Farm says it only
makes sense to throwaway documents once they're no longer
needed. But this fonner State Farm employee tells us he was
ordered to destroy some documents and to lie about the existence
of others to keep them out of the hands of people who might sue
the company."

"DAN NOYES: Did State Farm Legal tell you not to provide
documents that you did have?

"BILL DIAS: Right.
"DAN NOYES: They did?
"BILL DIAS: Right. That's a fact.
"DAN NOYES: It's against the law.
"BILL DIAS: Well, you lmow, if uh ... yeah. r mean. what

am I supposed to do? I'm ... J'm an employee of the company."

"BILL DIAS: We had to purge everything in the computers,
purge everything in the . . . in the file drawers, purge everything
out of home. purge everything out of everywhere. You could not
have anything that pertained to anything as far as State Farm's
business. period."

Ex. 28 Judge Bohling's Order on Punitive Damages in Campbell v. State 1998
Farm - Excerpts:

• "[T]hroughout at least the past two decades. State Farm has
resorted to a variety of wrongful means to attempt to evade
detection of, and liability for, its unlawful profit scheme. Using
these tactics. State Farm has managed to construct a nearly
impenetrable wall of defense against punishment for its
wrongdoing. one so effective that it is able to pressure its
adjusters to deny consumers insurance benefits with impunity.
lmowing: (I) that few of its victims will even realize that they
have been wronged; (2) that fewer still will ever be able to sue;
(3) that only a small fraction of those who do sue will be able to
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weather the years of litigation needed to reach trial; and (4)
that any victims who do actually reach trial will have great
difficulty establishing the basis for punitive damages when met
with claims that only an 'honest mistake' was made, supported
by a body of evidence that has been systematically sanitized,
padded, purged, concealed, destroyed or rehearsed."

• "State Farm launched elaborate efforts to destroy its existing
corporate memory on its past claim-handling practices, with the
explicit purpose of keeping them from discovery in bad-faith
cases."

• "State Farm launched elaborate efforts to destroy its existing
corporate memory on its past claim-handling practices, with the
explicit purpose of keeping them from discovery in bad-faith
cases."

• "[lIn recent years State Farm has gone to extraordinary lengths
to stop damaging documents from being created in the first
place . . . State Farm takes a highly aberrant approach 
inconsistent with the sound principles of corporate
management and records control . . . of keeping no records at
all on excess verdicts in third-party cases, or on bad-faith
claims made against State Farm or verdicts (including punitive
damage verdicts) assessed against State Farm."

• "State Farm has long directed its claim adjusters to
systematically 'sanitize' or otherwise manipulate individual
claim files to provide a false, innocent picture of how the claim
was handled. in an effort to minimize exposure to later lawsuits
alleging bad faith claim handling."

• "ITlhe Court believes from the evidence that these policies have
been followed at State Farm for the past two decades and that
the means used to implement the policies are highly
reprehensible ... they are callous, clandestine, fraudulent, and
dishonest."

• "ITlhe very nature of State Farm's policies, and the tactics it
uses to evade the imposition of punitive damages, makes its
misconduct extremely hard to detect and punish."

• "It was the result of two corporate policies, one to encourage or
enforce a requirement that State Farm's claims handling be
improperly used to enhance corporate profits, and second to
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conceal this profitable policy to evade legal and regulatory
accountability for it."

Ex. 29 Bloomington, Illinois Pantagraph article - Vincent J. Trosino

"...Chief Operating Officer of State Farm Mutual... eIected to a two
year term to the board of directors of the American Judicature
Society, a national organization that promotes exceIlence in
courts."

"Founded in 1913...AJS' primary areas of concern are ethics in the
courts ..."

m. CONCLUSIONS

1998

4. The Excess Liability Handbook does not instruct claims handlers

to destroy documents, but to make them appear to be something they are not.

It instructs claims handlers to 1nject "self-serving" statements into claim frIes

as opportunities arise. Of course, similar behaVior by a policyholder would be

interpreted as insurance fraud. The claims handlers at State Fann accept or

ignore the company's illicit behaVior with documents. I recaIl a Home Office

Consultant's testimony in the Campbell case that it remains State Faun's

practice to write self-serving statements in files. He explained that means that

self-serving statements are the truth and the truth serves State Farm best. In

my opinion, the improper destruction and concealment of documents at State

Fann, eVidenced by these exhibits, continues today.

5. Certain types of documents are required to conduct insurance

transactions in compliance with state regulations requiring systems for prompt

investigation and settlement of claims. The whoie idea is that litigants and

state regulators will have access to the internal workings of the insurer should

the insurer's claims handling methods come into dispute. State Farm has

known those facts through the entire period covered by the above exhibits. The
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company's managers and counsel so thoroughly understand these concepts,

they coin equivocal phrases to make document destruction seem acceptable.

Make sure certain documents don't exist ab initio? State Farm argues that this

merely means if you don't create bad documents, you won't have to defend

them. You could also say it means destroy the evidence before (or when) you

get the subpoena. Absence of clear instructions to preserve documents to

protect the future interests of its policyholder owners gives away State Farm's

guilty knowledge of how its behavior harms the ability of its own insureds to

support their claims with correct documents.

6. What's missing is any acknowledgment of the overwhelming odds

the average insured faces who makes a claim against State Farm for wrongful

claims handling procedures and practices. The fairness and just thinking one

would expect from a true Good Neighbor is nowhere in evidence. State Farm is

an insurer with sophisticated knowledge of litigation. Instructing its staff to

discard all evidence of training and procedures older than six months has

staggering implications. Few lawsuits are even filed within six months of the

claim. Few courts would order State Farm to abstain from its destruction

practices on the day the suit is filed. In my experience, State Farm continues to

obstruct discovery and to destroy evidence of its past methods because

litigants and courts can't afford the legal and judicial resources to bring these

practices to a halt.

7. In claims work, it is presumed the victims of accident and loss

need the benefit of their insurance more than ever, and that they are

emotionally and financially vulnerable. KnOwingly destroying and concealing

documents is therefore emotionally and economically abusive conduct.

8. State Farm continues to be a corporation immune from normal

forms of reproach. Its current president, Vincent J. Trosino, appears in the

"Buried Alive" video program, clearly advocating the taped message to destroy
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documents that juries would perceive to be 'smoking guns'. (I'm not ignoring

the positive aspects. again equivocal, of the tape - those which stress good

document management). Mr. Trosino introduced the videotape and insisted

that the entire State Farm organization view it, thus making it part of State

Farm's corporate culture. Then he was elected to the prestigious board of

directors of an organization which promotes ethical behavior in litigation. This

ironic twist illustrates that to date this company has not been adequately

deterred from its wrongful document and discovery practices. It is highly

unlikely that Mr. Trosino's presidency of State Farm will change anything.

9. Shortly after "Buried Alive" was played to the Campbell jury. it was

withdrawn from use and all copies apparently destroyed. State Farm now

claims it can't copy its archived copy because of copyright concerns. This is a

newer form of obstructing discovery. Copyrighted tapes and documents have

been produced in my cases for many years. and lawyers commonly rely on a

litigation exception to copyrights permitting the production of such material.

10. It is important for anyone unfamiliar with insurance claims

management programs to consider that claims handling behaviors evolve from

careful planning. They arise from a process of design. testing. implementation,

measurement. and acceptance. Insurers create documents at each phase. For

instance. Performance Planning and Review. a program for annually evaluating

claims handlers and managers. started in 1979 or before, then evolved into

today's A.C.E. Program. which changed the name to Quarterly Performance

Review. Examination of the roots of claims handling behaviors is what

discovery and expert review are all about. When an adjuster says he/she based

an action on experience or on-the-job training. historical documents exist to

provide evidence of the reasons and motives for the decision. They may have

been generated many years prior to the claim.

11. Insurers inculcate their employees with a strong sense of the
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company's histoIY and culture by having corporate records which provide a

corporate memoIY and assure accountability of its claims management and

staff. It is a preposterous notion to intentionally destroy historical claim

program documents. That would insure that the incorrect methods rejected

years before would recycle occasionally to plague new generations of claim

handlers.

12. State Farm's instructions to claims handlers regarding document

destruction and concealment, as evidenced in the above exhibits, amount to

wrongful and intolerable behavior and they continue unabated in the cases I

continue to see in many states.

Further your affiant sayeth naught this If.,J4 day of September 1998.

_4;11-
GaJ:YT. Fye

Before me, on the Jk.- day of September

1998, appeared GaIYT. Fye, who, after

being first duly sworn, stated that the

above and foregoing affidavit is true

and correct of his own knowledge.

21 WIl1H C""~""C' Notary Public
\ ~ STATE OF TEXAS

My Comm. Exp. 0U1912002- .....
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Not Public, State of Texas.

My Commission expires: '1 11 ~ffL-
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